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Available online 3 June 2016AbstractAlthough the development of machine intelligence is far from simulating all the cognitive competence of our brains, still it is absolutely
possible to peel the driving activity from people's cognitive activities and then make the machine finish some low-level, complicated and lasting
driving cognition by simulating our brains. The goal of driving is to replace drivers and free them from boring driving activities. Based on some
studies on unmanned driving, this paper summarizes and analyzes the background, significance, research status and key technology of unmanned
driving and the research group also introduces some research on brain cognition of driving and sensor placement of intelligent vehicles, which
offers more meaningful reference to push the study of unmanned driving.
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The development of cars has experienced three different
stages, which is shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The first stage relied
totally on manual work without standardized parts and
assembling process. The cars of this stage had high prices and
their qualities were out of effective control. The second stage
was characterized by standardized and streamlined production.
Since the middle and later periods of the 1990s, the automo-
bile industry has entered into the third stage. The technologies
of comfort and intelligent safety have become the point of
automobile industry. According to the statistics, from 1989 to
2010, the ratio of the costs of electronic equipments among the
whole costs has increased from 16% to 23%. It is said that this
ration may rise to 40% in 2015. In some luxury vehicles, the
quantity of the single chip microcomputers has reached to 48* Corresponding author. Department of Computer Science and Technology,
Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China. Tel.: þ86 10 62792959.
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ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).and the cost of the electronic equipments has accounted for
more than 50% of the total cost of the cars [2].
In recent years, the rapid development of artificial intelli-
gence, cognitive science, automatic control, ground mapping,
sensor technology and other fields promotes the essential
change of automobile industry. The symbol of wheeled mobile
robots in the subversive creation of cars is ready to go ahead.
The wheeled mobile robots would rather realize the goal of
intelligent driving and free human drivers from low-level,
complicated and lasting driving activities and change the
interactive mode between cars and drivers fundamentally not
emphasize the change of vehicle dynamics properties. Thus,
cars will become personal mobile sharing tools.
There are two main routes to realize wheeled mobile robots:
the intelligent route and the Network route. The intelligent route
considers cars as intelligent individuals with perception,
cognition and decision-making abilities, which emphasizes
autonomous driving while the Network route considers cars as
an adjustable node of the whole traffic system, which empha-
sizes overall coordination. The two routes cross with each other
and form the future intelligent traffic system together.d hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
Fig. 1. A hundred years of the developmental process of automobile industry.
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nologies that can decide the future economy, among which
advanced robot technologies and unmanned driving technologies
are included [3]. The research and development of unmanned
cars rely on the newest research results of artificial intelligence,
cognitive science, automatic control, sensor technology and
other research fields, which is the best stage for tests. Unmanned
driving technologies have become a research hotspot that attracts
the attention of governments both at home and abroad, scientific
research institutions and enterprises because of its great signifi-
cance in civil use, military use and research fields.
2. The research status of unmanned driving
The US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
released the regulations of traffic policies of intelligent driving
cars in May, 2013 [4]. The regulations divided the automatic
degree of cars into five levels (Fig. 2): level zero was no
autonomous control, level one was intelligent driving with
independent functions, level two was intelligent driving with
cooperative control, level three was autonomous driving with
limits and level four was total autonomous driving.2.1. The research status of unmanned driving cars in USThe US is the first one to study unmanned driving cars in
the world. In the 1980s, DARPA established special funds to
support the research of autonomous land vehicles and held
three DARPA challenge matches in 2004, 2005 and 2007,
which raised a great mass fervor of unmanned driving research
[5] (see Figs. 3 and 4).
Google began to research unmanned driving in 2009 and it
has finished designing several kinds of sample cars and a on-
road test of nearly one million kilometers [6]. Under the
promotion of Google, Nevada, Florida, California and Mich-
igan allow unmanned driving cars to test on public highways
one after another [7].Besides, GM, Ford and other American motor companies
have assembled some driving assistance systems on the newest
products such as self-adaptive cruise control, automatic
parking, blind area alarm that derive from unmanned driving
technologies.2.2. The research status of unmanned driving cars in
EuropeEurope began to research unmanned driving cars in the
middle of the 1980s. Its research emphasized the unmanned
driving cars as independent individuals and its normal travel in
the traffic steam instead of the cooperation of cars and roads.
Since 1987 Europe has carried out a program called PRO-
METHEUS (Programme for a European Traffic of Highest
Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety) [12]. In 1994, un-
manned driving cars called VaMP and VITA-2 joined the
normal traffic steam on highways and the max speed has
reached to 130 km/h [13].
Since 2006, Europe began to hold European Land-Robot
Trials (ELROB) to test the properties of land robots
including unmanned driving cars under real situations. It has
held three tests of military scenes and two ones of civil scenes.
The military themes included reconnaissance and surveillance,
autonomous navigation, fleet transport and so on while civil
scenes included safety, fire protection, and disaster control and
so on. In the later tests, the autonomous cars and its task
completion advanced year after year [8]. ELROB has played
an active part in promoting the research of unmanned driving
technologies in Europe [9].
In 2011, Berlin Free University researched the unmanned
driving cars called Spirit of Berlin and Made in Germany.
They finished tests of unmanned driving in urban areas and
also other projects such as crowded traffic flow, traffic lights
and travels around islands [10].
In 2014, BMW, Benz and Audi set forward Traffic Jam
Assistant to control steering wheels, accelerators and brakes
Fig. 2. Intelligent levels of intelligent driving.
Fig. 3. The champions of the three DARPA challenge matches—SandStorm, Stanley, Boss.
Fig. 4. The first Google unmanned driving car.
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control under the speed of 60 km/h. At the same time, it freed
the drivers' hands and feet, which was the most advanced
intelligent safety products assembled on cars.2.3. The research status of unmanned driving cars in
JapanThe research of unmanned driving technologies in Japan
started very late and it paid more attention to reduce theaccidents using intelligent safety and assistant driving bymeans
of workshops communication. Japan's research on intelligent
safety and cars networking is in the leading row in the world
while its research on unmanned driving technologies is less.2.4. The research status of unmanned driving cars in
ChinaThe unmanned driving technologies in China started from
the later period of the 1980s, which were supported by the
project of national Eight Six Three and the defensive agency
[11]. In 2003, Tsinghua University successfully invented
THMR-V unmanned driving cars which could finish driving
along the line on the structural road with clear car lines and the
max speed was quicker than 100 km/h [12].
In 2008, National Natural Science Foundation put forward a
great research plan of cognitive computing of the audio-visual
information which raised a great mass fervor of unmanned
driving research [13e16]. Since 2009, NNSF has held six future
challenge matches of intelligent vehicles. The match contained
basic ability tests and autonomous driving tests. Basic ability
tests included testing mechanical properties and recognizing
static traffic lights, traffic signs and traffic markings. And the
autonomous driving tests demanded the cars to finish stipulated
movements along the given lines, which included urban road
tests, country road tests and unique road tests.
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Armaments Department organized the ground unmanned
platform challenging matches of crossing obstacles-2014 and
21 motorcades joined in the match. The match put particular
emphasis on the unstructured road tests which included
roadblocks, collapsed walls, damage equipments, craters,
ditches, puddles, dynamic obstacles and other subjects.
Our research group also carried out some experimental
verification on the problem of cars' sneaking into the actual
traffic flow. In 2011, the Red Flag HQ3 unmanned vehicles of
National University of Defense Technology completed a
286 km unmanned driving test on highways from Changsha to
Wuhan, in which its average speed was 87 km/h with manual
intervention of 2.24 km [17]. In 2012, the Lion N0.3 of Institute
of military traffic finished a 114 km unmanned driving test on
highways from Tai lake toll station in Beijing to Dongli toll
station in Tianjin, in which it completed 12 autonomous over-
taking and 36 changing tracks. Its total unmanned driving time
was 85 min without manual intervention. The average speed
was 79.06 km/h and the max speed was 105 km/h [18].
Compared with the advanced development of unmanned
driving technologies in foreign countries, China still has some
deficiencies. First, these motor enterprises lack passion and
commitment on unmanned driving technologies. The cooper-
ation between the motor enterprises and scientific research
institutions ends with providing cars platforms and cooperat-
ing mechanical reformation, which lacks deep involvement.
Second, the unmanned driving tests to actual traffic flows are
limited to normal highways and short of unmanned driving
experimental verification under complicated situations.
3. Key technologies of unmanned driving3.1. The formalization of brain cognition of drivingAlthough the development of machine intelligence is far
from simulating all the cognitive competence of our brains,
still it is absolutely possible to peel the driving activity from
people's cognitive activities and then make the machine finish
some low-level, complicated and lasting driving cognition by
simulating our brains. By navigating our brains to finish the
formalization of driving cognition and making sure the accu-
racy and completeness of driving cognition, people feel
hopeful to get the approaching or even better human driving
abilities with the help of the machines' characteristics of not
being absent-minded and never feeling tired. In the process of
the formalization of brain cognition of driving, our brains
should take the responsibility of audio-visual cognition,
attention, memory, thinking, and decision-making, interaction
and other tasks during driving. The driving coordination skills
are assigned to automation and vehicle dynamics which are
like cerebella so they carry on the results of automatic and
intelligent control of cars.
The functional regions of our brains include sensory
memory, working memory, long-term memory, computing
center and thinking, motivation, character, emotion and so on.
The model of brain cognition is shown in Fig. 5.Our sensory memory is responsible for instantaneous stor-
age of sensory information which is large and can only be kept
for very short time. This function corresponds to vehicle
sensors' perception to surroundings. Figures and other regional
signals from sensor are stored in cache regions and then new
data will cover the old one, the mechanism of which is similar
to the working principle of our sensory memory.
Some important experience, knowledge and scenes are
stored in our long-term memory. This function corresponds to
the driving map and driving operation model. The driving map
records precisely all the geographic information related to
driving which includes lane width, traffic signs, static obsta-
cles and so on. The driving operation model contains line
tracking model, car following model and lane-changing
model, which is the operating standards of unmanned
driving cars. The driving map and the driving operation model
form priori knowledge of the unmanned driving system
together. The contents related to the current activities in the
long-term memory are extracted by computing center and
thinking and then delivered to our working memory. This
process corresponds to the mapping module of driving map of
unmanned driving cars.
Our working memory stores some important information
related to the current activities temporarily. Some of the in-
formation comes from the real-time information extracted
from our sensory memory and some comes from the priori
knowledge extracted from our long-term memory. The real-
time information and the priori knowledge are integrated
with each other and then provide an information pool for the
computing center and thinking to analyze and make decisions.
And at the same time, the unmanned driving system has a
public data pool which shows the expression of the formal-
ization of driving cognition. Multiple, heterogeneous and real-
time driving information provided by sensor information
processing modules and driving priori knowledge from driving
maps are expressed together in a formal language of driving
state, which shows the driving state beyond the unmanned
driving cars entirely.
Besides, our brains also have character and emotion and
other functional regions. Character shows the drivers' driving
style at different times and in different places. As for un-
manned driving, the driving style is decided by parameters of
driving operation modules. Emotion is creatures' unique
attribute. Anxiety and fear will affect people's driving behav-
iors and hinder safe driving. The realization of driving brains
does not include emotion and cannot guarantee the safety of
driving behaviors.
The types, quantities and its installation sites of the sensors
are different on different unmanned driving test platforms and
its information processing modules are also various. The
granularity of the information provided by different driving
maps does not have a stipulated standard. Thus the quantities
and ports of the modules which constitute the unmanned
driving system are different. We consider driving brains as the
core and make the driving cognition formalized and also use
the formalized language of driving cognition then we can
design universal software framework of unmanned driving. In
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coupling with sensor information directly. It completes the
intelligent decisions based on the comprehensive driving
posture formed by sensor information and the priori knowl-
edge of maps.
The unmanned driving model based on brain cognition is
shown in Fig. 6. The output of all the sensors' information
processing module is united by a formalized language of
driving cognition. Then it constitutes the real-time information
of the driving postures. The information of driving maps is
reflected in driving postures according to the vehicles' posi-
tions and directions. And it mixes together with the real-time
information of driving postures, which forms a public data
pool that can reflect the current driving postures. The intelli-
gent decision module lays foundation on this public data pool
and puts traffic rules, driving experience, priori path and other
priori knowledge in overall consideration to finish intelligent
decision making. Besides, the public data pool also has the
following functions: to help sensor information processing
modules to decide areas of interest, to help positioning mod-
ules improve the accuracy of positioning, to help the module
of driving map update the priori information timely and to
help advance the properties of these modules.
The software framework of unmanned driving cars based
on driving brains decouples the intelligent decision making
and the sensor information. Through the formalized language
of driving cognition, we can reduce the direct influence onFig. 6. Unmanned driving modeintelligent decision making on the condition that the driving
information is complete if we increase or decrease one or
several sensors or we change the styles and the installed po-
sitions of the sensors. We can complete the transference
conveniently on different testing platforms only if we make
slight changes or no adjustments of the whole software
framework.3.2. The cognitive map of driving states
3.2.1. The cognitive map design of driving states
Considering that the data from the sensors collocated on the
unmanned driving cars is distributed unevenly on the reference
surface and the perceptive modes and shapes of perceptive
sensors, we put forward a round variable granularity grid
graph that is called a cognitive map of driving states as the
formalized language of driving cognition. The cognitive map
of driving states always centers on the core of the testing
platform and covers some circle regions with a certain radius
as required. These circle regions are divided into grids by a list
of concentric circles and a list of radius with different angles.
The radius length of these concentric circles from the inside
one to the outside one increases by the law of index. The
resolution ratio of the cognitive map of driving states can be a
stable number or can be changed according to the focused
areas of driving. The closer it is to the core, the size of the
grids on the map will be smaller and the accuracy will bel based on brain cognition.
10 X. Zhang et al. / CAAI Transactions on Intelligence Technology 1 (2016) 4e13higher. Otherwise, its size will be bigger and the accuracy will
be lower.
The cognitive map of driving states considers the system of
log polar coordinates as the reference system. Similar with the
system of polar coordinates, the system of log polar co-
ordinates is also a planar reference frame that is made up of
polar angles and log diameters. The system of log polar co-
ordinates regards the projection of the vehicles' geometric
center on the ground as an origin point and the right ahead of
the vehicles as the polar axis. The definition of the polar angle
is the same as the definition of the polar angle in the system of
polar coordinates. The polar angle refers to the intersection
angle between the polar axis and the radial that is from the
region point to the target point. The data range of the angle is
from zero to 360, which can be seen in Fig. 7.
Because of the dynamic characteristics of unmanned
driving vehicles, they cannot finish the action of translation on
the left and on the right. And as for the driving on structured
lanes, it's ok to focus on the length of about 5 lanes on the
sides of the vehicles. Therefore, the above-mentioned cogni-
tive map of driving states is more suitable for unmanned
driving planes and other driving platforms with high degree of
freedom and translation on the left and right. But as for un-
manned driving cars, we can tailor both sides of cognitive map
of driving states according to the cars' dynamic characteristics
and the needs of structured lanes. If we tailor a width of 20 m
from the focused area on the left and right, we can get a
cognitive map of driving states in the system of polar co-
ordinates, which is shown in Fig. 8.
3.2.2. The description of environmental elements
The task of unmanned driving demands that the cars must
percept all the environmental elements related to driving
totally. These environmental elements include the ground
markings such as lane markings, intersection stop lines and
zebra markings on pedestrian crossings, moving obstaclesFig. 7. The cognitive map of driving states in the system of polar coordinates
of all angles.
Fig. 8. The cognitive map of driving states of a width of 20 m in the system of
polar coordinates.such as pedestrians and other vehicles, immovable obstacles
such as road edges, isolation strips, rotary islands and decel-
eration strips, and other traffic elements such as traffic lights,
traffic signs and traffic indicators. We can use the structural
body to describe these elements. The types, attributes and
representing methods of environmental elements are shown in
Table 1.
3.2.3. Environmental elements in cognitive map of driving
states
According to the different information stored in grids of the
cognitive map of driving states, we can take some single in-
formation from the structural body and spilt the map into some
fig.s with single or less information. We call the spilt cognitive
Table 1
Types, attributes and value ranges of environmental elements.
Environmental elements Attributes Value range Representing methods
Obstacles Types of obstacles Vehicles, pedestrians, deceleration
strips, pools
8-bit byte variables
Height of obstacles Real number field: R. Effective
sensing range: 0.5 me5 m
To represent in 8-bit byte variables after discretization
Speed of obstacles Positive real number field: Rþ
Effective speed: 0e150 km/h
To represent in 8-bit byte variables after discretization
Velocity direction of obstacles The driving direction is zero radian.
The left is negative and the
right is positive. The direction
angle ranges from zero to
To represent in 8-bit byte variables after discretization
Obstruction degree of obstacles It ranges from zero to one. To represent in 8-bit byte variables after discretization
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cognitive CT figure, several of which can express the cognitive
map of driving states partly or fully. The methods of splitting
the driving cognitive CT figure are not unique and the spilt
driving cognitive CT figures needn't contain all the informa-
tion in the cognitive map of driving states. Only the infor-
mation convenient to be visually displayed on the cognitive
map of driving states and helpful to interactive debug is
necessary to be spilt by the driving cognitive CT figure. Table
2 lists a best example of the driving cognitive CT figure.
We can also design independent CT figures to spill and
show the information such as the types and height of the traffic
lights, the types, height and samples of the traffic signs. But
the main function of the information is to help the sensor's
information processing module to decide the areas of interest
quickly and increase the testing speed and accuracy. The in-
formation related to intelligent decision-making and path
planning is ok to be displayed discretely because its influence
is not strongly related to the position of grids. Thus there's no
need to display by independent CT figures.
It is logic and visual to spill the cognitive map of driving
states into CT figures. But it does not mean that the intelligent
decision-making can be completed depending on only one CT
figure. An accurate intelligent decision-making needs to
consider all the traffic elements comprehensively and can only
be finished on the basis of analyzing all the information on the
cognitive map of driving states.
Fig. 9 shows the driving cognitive CT figure with the only
information of ground marking and it just spills from theTable 2
A best example of driving cognitive CT figure.
Number Environmental elements Attributes
CT figure 1 Obstacles Types
CT figure 2 Obstacles Height, obstruction degree
CT figure 3 Obstacles Speed and direction
CT figure 4 Road edges Height, obstruction degree
CT figure 5 Ground marking Types, obstruction degree
CT figure 6 Prior planning track Occupied or notcognitive map of driving states within 10 m on all sides of un-
manned driving vehicles. After this, the display of all kinds of
ground markings shows obvious zigzags. But the resolution
ration of the angle in real use will not cause such obvious zig-
zags. However, they still exist. The zigzags must exist when we
showmost groundmarkings discretely nomatter we use a round
variable granularity or a quadrate granularity grid graph. The
granularity of the round variable granularity cognitive map is so
thin that the zigzags are not obvious because it is close to ve-
hicles. On the contrary, the further it is to vehicles, the thicker
the granularity will be and the zigzags will bemore obvious. But
it does not affect the decision-making. In the visual case of
Fig. 9, we use the grey value of 250 to stand for the intersection
stopping line, the grey value of 200 for the pedestrian line, the
grey value of 150 for the yellow real lane marking, the grey
value of 100 for thewhite real lanemarking and the grey value of
50 for the white virtual lane marking. Different mapping
methods to show the grey value can be adjusted flexibly ac-
cording to visualization or can be mapped in colorized values.
The fig. contains 5 parallel white real lane markings and the
marching direction of the vehicles keeps parallel with the lane
markings' direction. There is an intersection stopping line
before the vehicle about 6 m and some pedestrian lines close
to it. All the pedestrian lines become one because they have
some certain distances with the vehicles and also the resolu-
tion ration of the angle is too low. That's why we cannot
distinguish every parallel line. But this change will not cause
ambiguity or influence the decision-making of unmanned
driving.Display schemes
The grey or colorized values refer to types of obstacles.
The grey or colorized values refer to the height and the
obstruction of obstacles.
The grey or colorized values refer to the speed of obstacles.
The mapping direction arrow refers to the direction of obstacles.
The grey or colorized values refer to the height of the road edges.
Transparency refers to the obstruction degree.
The grey or colorized values refer to the types of ground markings.
Transparency refers to the obstruction degree.
The black and white values refer to whether occupied or not
Fig. 9. The cognitive map of driving states with ground marking information.
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We are devoted to researching and experimenting the un-
manned driving all the year round and we have finished 20
times of unmanned driving experiments on highways from
Beijing to Tianjin, the total mileage of which reaches to
20,000 km. It is the first time to realize the unmanned driving
successfully on domestic inter-city highways and also accept
the third party's test from some authorities. We are among the
best candidates in the third, fourth and fifth China's intelligent
vehicles' future challenge matches. In August 2015, we
completed an unmanned driving test of passenger cars on
inter-city highways of Zhengzhou-Kaifeng city expressway in
Zhengzhou, Henan province, the length of which was 32 km.
The passenger car reached to the end successfully without
manual intervention and accepted the third party's test of
authorities.
The research and experiment of unmanned driving vehicles
are based on the newest research results such as artificial in-
telligence, cognitive science, automatic control, groundmapping, sensor technology and other fields. With the rapid
development of the ground mapping with high accuracy and
sensor technologies, the unmanned driving vehicles are able to
get a great number of data from surroundings. How to handle
with the great number of real-time data that is multiple and
isomerous effectively and then make a driving decision
quickly and accurately is a main difficulty for the research and
experiment of unmanned driving vehicles. As our era's fa-
vorite, the intelligent vehicles will improve our life quality. We
are looking forward to creating the acme of cars—racing
robots.
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